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Brooches and Brooch Pins 

 

1. A cast copper alloy annular brooch of medieval form, complete but snapped at the 

pin rebate. The face of the brooch has been decorated with a rectangular punch mark 
at 90º intervals, a style of decoration which seems to have been common throughout 

Easter Ross and the Black Isle with known examples from Fortrose (TT.18/04 and 
TT.84.03), Dornoch (TT.32/04 ), Ardersier (TT.22/04) and farther afield at St Combs, 
Aberdeenshire (TT.19/03). Diameter 28-30mm, Width of face 5mm, Thickness 

2.8mm.  
 

2. A copper annular brooch missing around 1/3 of the body and ½ of the pin. The face 
is decorated with pairs of crudely incised lines running around the inside and outside 
edges of the brooch with a continuous zigzag pattern engraved between. The pin has 

been manufactured from thin sheet metal (1mm) which has been given extra bulk by 
hammering the metal over at the back. Diameter 23-27mm, Width of face 5mm, 

Thickness 1mm.  
 
3. A copper alloy annular brooch broken at the pin rebate and missing around half the 

body. The surface of the brooch is corroded but shows engraved decoration and traces 
of tinning. Diameter 48.5mm, Width of face 5.5mm, Thickness 1.5-1.8mm.  

 
4. A fragment of copper alloy annular brooch cut from sheet metal and broken at the 
pin rebate. The face of the brooch bears a continuous pattern of engraved abstract 

decoration. Diameter 38mm, Width of face 8mm, Thickness 1mm  
 

5. A fragment of copper alloy annular brooch bearing a series of engraved zigzag 
lines running from the inner to outside edge of the brooch. Although not an exact 
match the engraving is redolent of the imitation black letter script which was used on 

Highland brooches of the 15th and 16th centuries; the size of the brooch –with a 
reconstructed diameter of 65mm- would certainly be consistent with this date. Length 

of fragment 35mm, Width of face 9.5mm, Thickness 1.2mm  
 
6. A copper alloy pin for an annular brooch made by folding and compressing thin 

sheet metal, now bent. The pin has a squared off rectangular profile, suggesting a 
former was used. Length 44.5mm, projected length when straight c55mm  

 
7. A copper alloy pin for an annular brooch, made by folding sheet metal over to form 
a hollow tube. Length 61.5mm  

 
Buckles and Belt Mounts 

 

Buckles with integral plates 
 

8. A copper alloy buckle with rectangular frame and an engraved circular plate with a 
single rivet attachment to the rear. The front of the rectangular frame is damaged but 

enough remains to suggest that the buckle was originally double-looped, which would 



be unusual for a buckle of this form. Equally unusually the pin is reversed; it is clear 
that this is not a later modification as the rebates for the pin rest and swivel are cast 

integrally into the buckle. Normally buckles of this form are described as spur buckles 
although this example is larger than most such buckles and the idiosyncrasies 

described above would make it impossible to use in the conventional manner ascribed 
to such buckles. It most likely had a specialist role connected to either horse or 
military harness. In general appearance the buckle should be dated to c.1250-1400 

although no exact parallels can be found. The style and subject of the engraved 
decoration on the plate –a pair of engraved leaves- is wholly consistent with the 

decoration on buckles and dress accessories of the period. Overall length 42.5mm, 
internal frame dimensions 6.5x21mm.  
 

9. A cast copper alloy spur buckle with an integral triangular plate; the frame has a 
cylindrical outside edge with a pair of knops and a heavy raised flange for the pin rest, 

mimicking a style of buckle which was fashionable on personal dress accessories in 
the 13-14th centuries. Length 33mm, Width of frame 17.5mm.  
 

Strap-end Buckles 
 

10. A zoomorphic strap-end buckle with stylised animal heads at each end of the pin 
bar and a central pin-rest, showing traces of tinning overall. The animal heads are 
somewhat crude and the buckle is asymmetrical in shape. Although opposing animal 

heads are generally considered an Early Historic convention – ranging from the St 
Ninians Isle chapes to ring-headed pins- comparisons to Romanesque metalwork and 

excavated parallels (i.e. Hinton, 1990, 512) would make an 11th-12th century date 
most likely. 19x20.5mm.  
 

11. A D-shaped copper alloy buckle, now distorted. Although the buckle has been cast 
the ends of the pin bar were apparently never joined together but cast as separate 

terminals. The outer edge of the buckle is decorated with a series of engraved vertical 
lines, a decoration which can be paralleled on both the Ardskinish and Cnip Viking 
buckles as well as much later medieval strap-end buckles. The general appearance of 

the buckle –particularly the thickness of the frame - would suggest a medieval date 
where parallels can also be found for similar decoration. 29x22.5mm, thickness at 

terminal 2.8mm, thickness in centre 3.5mm   
 

12. A cast copper alloy D-shaped buckle, undecorated and with a triangular profile; 

13th-14th century. 17x26.5mm, thickness 1.5mm.  
 

13. A cast copper alloy buckle with two large collared knops flanking the pin rest. 
Again although the buckle has been cast the pin bar consists of two separate 
terminals, one of which is now missing. 13-14th century in date, 38.5x27.5mm  

 
14. A strap-end buckle plate. broken at the pin bar end and the buckle itself now 

missing. A pair of rivets at the rear of the plate and one central rivet remain in situ 
with the edge of a pair of rivet holes visible at the point of breakage. The plate 
narrows slightly towards the pin bar end and is decorated on both faces with a border 

of opposed punched triangles. This style of decoration can be paralleled on examples 
from both Winchester and London but this plate is unusual in that it is decorated on 

both faces; this affords no easy explanation as such buckles were not reversible. 



Length 33.5mm, Width (rear) 11.5mm Width (at front) 10.8mm, Thickness of metal 
0.5mm.  

 

Double looped buckles 

 
15. A fragment of copper alloy buckle, consisting of around half the length of the pin 
bar and an attached section of each buckle loop. At the pin bar and at the end of on 

surviving section the buckle is decorated with an apparent debased zoomorphic 
decoration. Conventionally double looped buckles do not appear much before the 13th 

century in the British Isles and do not appear in this size and style until the late 
medieval period. In this sense the zoomorphic resemblance is likely to be wholly 
coincidental and more likely to be a decorative moulding typically found on buckles 

of 16-17th century date. Similar ‘zoomorphic’ mouldings can be paralleled on a 
buckles of undoubtedly 16-17th  century date which this example strongly resembles; 

from Iona (O’Sullivan, 1994, 338) and one from Bridgegate, Peebles (Ford, 2003). 
46.5x19.5mm  
 

16. A copper alloy double looped buckle, missing one loop and broken at the point of 
the frame where the metal is thinnest. The buckle is decorated with a scallop shell at 

each end of the pin bar and a fleur-de-lis at the end of the frame. The type of buckle 
and style of decoration is wholly consistent with a mid 16th  to mid 17th century date. 
35.5x37.5mm  

 
17. A copper alloy trapezoidal double looped buckle; the buckle has a pin rest and 

trilobate decoration at each end of the frame and a knop at each end of the pin bar. In 
style a fairly common spur and strap buckle of 17th century date. 30.5x21.5mm  
 

18. A copper alloy double looped buckle consisting of one rectangular and one 
rounded loop. The buckle is heavily tinned all over and is decorated with a pair of 

projecting knops on the frame of the rounded loop. Again, the buckle is a fairly 
common late 16th to 17th century type for spurs and other items or harness. 
23x18.5mm  

 
19. A copper alloy double looped buckle of 15th to mid 17th century date. The buckle 

is decorated with a series of grooves around the side and has an applied lip at each 
end of the strap bar. Such buckles were used for several centuries and, it seems, for a 
range of functions which appear to have changed over the period of use. 24x18.5mm  

 
20. Another, similar in all respects to 19. but undecorated. 19x25mm  

 
21. A mechanically pressed copper alloy buckle for fastening knee breeches, late 18th 
century in date. The buckle originally had an iron spindle/pin bar, now missing. 

30.5x29mm  
 

Belt Mounts and Fittings 
 
22. A cast copper alloy openwork strap end or belt mount; the mount is decorated 

with a central cruciform aperture with two ‘keyholes’ towards the rear and a hole at 
the tip. There is evidence of a further cruciform at the rear of the mount where it is 

broken and both faces are decorated overall with a series of punched dots. In every 



respect the mount is very similar to find from Cromarty claimed as Treasure Trove 
case 45/98. Although no closely dated parallels are known the use of openwork 

apertures of this style can be paralleled on purse frames of the 15-16th centuries. 
Length 41.5mm, Thickness 3mm. 

 
23. A copper alloy strap end made from a piece of sheet metal folded over along one 
side and secured by a single rivet at the base. The surface is roughly finished, covered 

overall with tool marks and one side  shows a neatly pierced hole, suggesting that the 
strap end has been made by recycling an existing item. Length 36.5mm, Width at base 

7mm 
 
24. A copper alloy strap end made by folding over a strip of sheet metal at the tip and 

secured by a single rivet at the base. Length 36mm, Width 4mm 
 

25. A belt mount with a suspensory loop consisting of two roughly triangular plates of 
copper alloy joined by the loop and fastened at the top by two rivets. Overall length 
35.5mm, length of body (i.e. width of belt) 25mm, width at top 18.5mm. 

 
26. A rectangular belt mount and stiffener presumably cut down from a larger object. 

The mount has a fixing hole at either end, both decorated by a punched circle. Length 
37mm, Width 9.5mm 
 

27. A copper alloy sword belt mount of a type used in the 16-17th centuries to suspend 
the scabbard from a belt worn around the waist. Sword belt accessories of this type 

are intended to regulate the position and angle of the hilt and blade respectively to 
facilitate the wearing and drawing of a weapon with a long, straight blade; thus they 
were almost always used when carrying a rapier. Length 58.5mm, Width 22mm. 

 
Pins 

 
28. A copper alloy pin with a disc head and projecting fillets. The shaft of the pin 
exhibits a pronounced hip approximately 1/3 of the way down the shaft and the shaft 

is bent over 90 º at this point . Conventionally such pins have been dated to the late 
12th to 13th centuries, or the 11-12th (Foster 1990, 98) although an example from Perth 

was recovered from a late 13th to early 14th century phase (Cox, 1997, 743). Needless 
to say, the best examples of the class are unstratified and it remains unclear whether 
the dates reflect a genuinely long-lived type or the possibility that many finds derive 

from secondary and redeposited contexts. Length (overall) 88mm; dimensions of head 
7x8mm.  

 
29. A copper alloy pinhead of the same type as 28. The head is decorated with a 
central punched ring and dot and has been severed cleanly from the shaft immediately 

below the fillets. Dimensions 10x11mm.  
 

30. A copper alloy pinhead of oval shape with a lozenge shaped quatrefoil design 
engraved on both faces. The top of the pinhead has been decorated with a band of 
paired ring and dots. Dimensions 11x16mm, thickness of shaft 3.5mm.  

 
31. A copper alloy pin made from a length of drawn wire with a globular head. The 

head has been made and fixed to the pin by wrapping a strip of metal around the pin 



and compressing it in a former. Unlike the other pins here this example is a more 
functional type, used between the 15-17th centuries for such tasks as dressmaking and 

similar tasks as well as for fastening clothing and paper. Such pins were both 
manufactured and imported in vast quantities and formed an indispensable, and one 

supposes, almost disposable element of contemporary material culture. The last 1/3 of 
the shaft is bent sharply over against itself; this may represent post-depositional 
damage to a rather flimsy object but it may be the result of the task the pin was put to 

before being discarded. Length (overall) 65mm, width of shaft 1.5mm, diameter of 
head 4mm. 

 
32. A copper alloy pin with zoomorphic head; although corroded and damaged the 
basic form of the pin is still clear.  

 5/6th century AD. 
 

Finger Rings 

 

33. A copper alloy finger ring intact but missing the glass stone. Such base metal 

rings tended to be copies of contemporary precious metal examples and the slender 
hoop and pyramidal bezel shaped for a square-cut stone would suggest a late medieval 

or early post-medieval date. Dimensions 22.5x18.5mm, internal dimensions of hoop 
16mm.  
 

Harness Pendants 
 

34. A suspensory hanger for a non-armorial harness pendant in the shape of an eagle. 
The hanger has been pierced in both wings to allow attachment to a leather strap and 
the feet terminate in two lugs to allow the attachment of the hanging element. Such 

decorations usually relied on a symmetrical appearance between the hanging and 
suspended elements and the hanging elements would most likely be another eagle 

such as those illustrated in Ashley, 2002, 26. It is unclear whether such objects 
belonged to the 12-13th century tradition of non-armorial and purely decorative 
pendants or the later 13-14th century heraldic types.  Dimensions 13x20mm.  

 
Knife Elements 

 
35. A cast copper alloy pommel from a domestic knife of early 16th century type. The 
pommel is cast in the shape of a dog’s head, a style popular over western Europe. 

Dimensions 11x16.5.  
 

36. A copper-alloy side plate from the handle of a folding knife. The plate has the 
phrase ‘into the back’ cast into the handle, presumably one half of a pithy aphorism. 
17-18th century. Dimensions 44.5x8.5mm, thickness 2mm. [Field 1] 

 
 

Other Finds (Copper Alloy) 
 
37. A plain, undecorated lace chape made from rolled sheet copper-alloy. Such 

functional aglets were used in vast quantities in the 15th and 6th centuries although 
some are known to be earlier they are small in number and presumably reflect a 

relatively restricted use. Like 32 above they are good example of the type of mundane 



mass-produced object which became an everyday item in the late-medieval period and 
perhaps the only surprise is that only one example is represented here. Length 

39.5mm; diameters mouth/tip 4.5/3mm.  
 

38. A hooked fastener made from a single length of thick copper alloy wire. 
Conventionally such fasteners were used in the early post-medieval period for such 
clothing functions as hanging breeches although they would also be eminently 

suitable for various household functions such as hanging drapes. Length 41mm, 
thickness of wire 3.5mm.  

 
39. A book clasp of late medieval to post-medieval form, intact and still retaining 
some leather at the securing joint. The clasp has been decorated with three piercings 

at the riveted end but is otherwise plain. Length 33mm.  
 

40. A copper alloy bell with around 50% of the body missing. The bell has been cast 
in one piece with a suspension point for the clapper brazed to the interior. In general 
such bells were used from the medieval and post-medieval periods for a variety of 

purposes. 33x44mm  
 

41. A fragment of sheet copper alloy shaped and engraved to resemble a leaf. The 
item is pierced with a single, central rivet and is heavily tinned. Possibly a decorative 
belt mount although most examples are better made (i.e. Egan and Pritchard, 1991). 

Dimensions 25x18mm.  
 

42. A small fragment of a mount with the remains of a lug and suspensory hanger. 
There are indications of engraved pattern on the front of the mount. Dimensions 
9.5x8.5mm.  

 
43. An object of unknown function made from sheet metal. It probably functioned as 

a sabot or protective plate on a wooden object. Dimensions 55x21mm.  
 
44. A domed mount with two lugs to the rear. Probably a post-medieval harness 

decoration. Diameter, 28mm, Height 12mm.  
 

45. A circular mount or decorative fitting with two (originally three) lugs on the rear. 
Mechanically stamped and probably 19th century in date. Diameter 31mm, Height 
8.5mm.  

 
46. A fragment of a tinned decorative object. The decoration has been carried out by a 

combination of mechanical stamping and hand engraving; late 18th to 19th centuries. 
34x7mm.  
 

47. Although a fragment of annular brooch this example has been cut and shaped 
from thin sheet metal by industrial techniques and has attached jewellery findings of a 

type not used until the second half of the 19th century. It thus belongs to that class of 
inexpensive and mass produced costume jewellery which was produced in industrial 
centres such as Birmingham in the Victorian and Georgian periods. By the early 19th 

century the ‘Highland Brooch’ had passed from an item of daily wear to one of 
pastiche and it is intriguing to see one of these later items being found with the 

original medieval and later brooches.  



 
Other Finds (Lead Alloy) 

 
48. A length of rectangular profile lead bar with one end with both ends reduced to 

rounded points. Most likely a writing lead but it is considerably more regular in shape 
than those examples with a medieval provenance (for example Biddle and Brown, 
1990, 735). Length 72mm; Width 5x7mm  

 
49. Another, with one end elongated into a thin, spatula shaped terminal. Again this 

example has a profile that is too regular in shape in comparison to the medieval 
examples. Until comparatively recently lead sticks were used by specialist craftsmen 
for marking  surfaces that would not easily take a pencil markings. Length 65mm, 

Width 6.5x5mm.  
 

50. An equal armed cross most probably made by cutting down a larger object. 
Dimensions 32x34mm; Thickness 6.5mm  
 

51. A crudely made spindle whorl; this example has all the hallmarks of the home 
made variety rather than the more elaborate bi-conical types. The hole for the spindle 

is off-centre and the surface is decorated with a pattern of crudely incised lines 
running from the centre to the perimeter. Diameter 37.5mm; Thickness 7.5mm   
 

52. A pewter decorative mount from heavy horse harness, one arm missing. Such 
mounts were commonly in use from around the mid 19th century until the mid 20th 

century although later examples tend to be coated with nickel foil. Length 30mm.  
53. A pewter saddler’s badge from horse harness, bearing the legend ‘J M GRANT & 
Co  MAKERS TAIN’. Again such badges were commonly in use from around the mid 

19th century but the lack of nickel plating on this example would suggest a Victorian 
or Edwardian date. Dimensions 46x35mm  

 
Ceramic 

 

55-62. Eight sherds of medieval and post-medieval pottery, some showing evidence 
of glazing. [Field 2] 
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